November 3, 2021

Instructions for Announcement Call for Scholarships
The Israel Academy of Science and Humanities "Adams Fellowship"
for 2022-2023 Academic year

The Israel Academy of Science and Humanities issued, and announcement call for Adams Fellowship for PhD students in natural and life sciences, mathematics, computer science and engineering. Please submit candidates whose research in these fields only.

Attached are the Adams Fellowship guidelines and regulations. Pay attention to all the specified regulations and procedures. Please be sure to distributed and inform all the relevant parties of these regulations and procedures.

Submission Criteria
(In addition to the criteria specified in the Adams Fellowship announcement call's guidelines and regulations):

- The fellowship is intended for Israeli residents.
- Technion scholarship Applicants who are eligible for a full scholarship (at least 4 monthly Technion scholarship portions) for the entire 2022-2023 academic year, at least. Applications can be submitted according to the details below:
  - Started regular PhD track, after October 1, 2020, and no later than October 1, 2021 (i.e. until the end of September 2021).
  - Or
  - Started Special PhD track, after October 1, 2019, and no later than October 1, 2021 (i.e. until the end of September 2021).
  - Or
  - Started Direct PhD track, after October 1, 2019, and no later than October 1, 2021 (i.e. until the end of September 2021).

Students nominated for the Ariean De Rothschild scholarship, or the Clore Scholarship, or the Azriel Fellowship may not be nominated for the Adams fellowship for the same year.

Please note: It is not permitted to receive this scholarship in parallel with a scholarship in the name of a donor or in parallel with another external scholarship.
**Required documents** (in addition to the specified in the Adams Fellowship announcement call):

**All documents should be submitted in the following order:**
Details and explanations regarding all required documents submission format are in the attached fellowship guidelines and regulations. Please read these instructions carefully and follow them.

1. **Application form and passport picture**, according to the Adams Foundation guidelines and regulations.
   Please make sure to fill section 9 of the application form - fill the applicant's details as well as the other required information. Leave the last 4 fields blank (name, position, signature and stamp, date). These fields will be filled in by the Technion's signatories.

2. **Applicants’ Signed commitment** - according to the Adams Foundation guidelines and regulations.

3. An **official document from the institution**, detailing the applicants PhD studies starting date. This is an **official, signed PhD Transcript**, indicating the applicants PhD studies start date.
   Please make sure you submit an **updated and officially signed transcript**.
   For an officially signed transcript, please contact Ms. Levana Ben Shabbat, Graduate School secretary by Phone: 04-8292573 or email: levana@technion.ac.il

4. **CV and list of publications** (list only) **in English**, according to the Adams Foundation guidelines and regulations.

5. **3 letters of recommendation only, in English**, according to the Adams Foundation guidelines and regulations.
   **Please Note:** since there are many candidates for this scholarship the letters have to be very strong.

6. **Official and signed documents of previous studies**: Applicants official, signed copies of diplomas, academic ranking and transcripts from bachelor's and Master's degree, according to the Adams Foundation guidelines and regulations.

7. It is important that **all documents are official and signed** by the academic institution.
   For a graduate transcript from studies at the Technion , please contact Ms. Levana Ben Shabbat, Graduate School secretary by Phone: 04-8292573 or email: levana@technion.ac.il

8. **Course of study Summary**, according to the Adams Foundation guidelines and regulations.

9. **PhD Curriculum and Research Program, in English**, according to the Adams Foundation guidelines and regulations.

10. **Personal statement, in English**, according to the Adams Foundation guidelines and regulations.

   **The dean’s submission letter will be submitted by the Graduate school.**

**Submission Process:**
This year the submission is online, and will be done in several stages:
Application submission to the Graduate School (by the academic units).
• The application forms and their appendices will be submitted both as a PDF file including a bookmark and in a hard copy printed on one side of the paper, according to the Adams Foundation guidelines and regulations.
• A separate WORD table per applicant, the table should be submitted exactly as detailed in the attached format.

Implementation of scholarships and prizes:
Upon being awarded an external scholarship, its’ implementation is subject to the Technion and the Graduate School guidelines and as detailed in the guidelines and instructions of the Announcement Call as distributed by the Graduate School.

Upon being awarded an external scholarship, its’ implementation is subject to Section 9 of the “Scholarship Agreement” and in accordance with the Graduate School’s guidelines and regulations, including signing the “scholarship agreement from an external source”.

The Technion may approve the terms of the award/scholarship and its Implementation and/or condition it on terms according to the Technion sole discretion and in accordance with The Technion guidelines and regulations.

Confirmation regarding the submission of applications will be given only towards the submission date of the application.

The application submission timeline within the academic unit will be determined by each unit individually, in accordance with the academic unit’s procedures.

The application material will be submitted to the Graduate school by the department’s Graduate Office.

The winners of the Adams Fellowship for PhD students will be announced by the end of April 2022.